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Dear readers, dear friends of
Lindauer DORNIER,

Since air-jet weaving machines
first appeared, they have slowly but
surely superceded mechanical insertion systems on the volume markets.
Over the past years, wool and denim
production have been one of the
“last bastions” for negative rapier
and projectile weaving machines
because conventional air-jet weaving
machines could not provide the
required flexibility and quality
reliability. Developments towards
single and elastane yarns in the wool
as well as the rise of “fashion-denim” demanded a thorough revision of
the air-jet filling insertion system.
The Lindauer DORNIER GmbH took
up this task 5 years ago and today, I
am pleased to present you the fruits
of our development in this INSIDER.
The innovative air technology described in the customer portraits on
the following pages has been in use
with great success for about 2 years
and has helped us to win many new
customers.
Our DORNIER rapier weaving machines in turn have helped their
operators to push forward reaching
new performance and quality levels
in the technical fabrics sector. The
development of “twist-free double
pick insertion“ presented on pages
10/11 allows, for example, a decisive
increase in productivity without
additional energy consumption when
weaving “screen fabric”, a product
currently very popular right around
the world.

“Last but not least”, everyone visiting our main factory in Lindau at
this time can hardly fail to notice
the construction work in progress.
The new Technology Center being
built will serve customer tests and
developments, especially for leno
weaving with “DORNIER EasyLeno®”.
Our customers have come to recognize this new technique as a highly
productive, material saving alternative to classical basic weaves and as
interesting and significant enhancement to their conventional product
range (see the article on Pages 5/7).
Investment and innovation are our
guidelines in these challenging times
– join the challenge!
Hoping to have aroused your curiosity and looking forward to seeing
you again soon in our location in the
pretty town of Lindau, I remain
yours faithfully,
Peter D. Dornier
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Vitale Barberis Canonico S.p.A., Italy

ELEGANCE by profession

DORNIER air-jet weaving machines for the Vitale Barberis Canonico company, completely cased against noise

“Vitale Barberis Canonico”. A name
as noble as the cloths produced
here. To say that Vitale Barberis
Canonico is one of the best or even
the best wool weaving mill worldwide is somewhat loud compared
to the modesty of the traditional
company. In-depth material under
standing and highest quality awareness are attributes more applicable
to this company. The Vitale Barberis
Canonico company recently
started production on DORNIER
machines – just as quiet as the
company itself.
The company
The Vitale Barberis Canonico company
originated in the North Italian town of
Pratrivero near Biella. The Biella soil
is not especially fertile so the early inhabitants concentrated more on sheep
farming, spinning and weaving. The
Biella crest shows a bear but folklore
characterizes the region better: It is said
that the first industrialists who settled
here used to raise their hats when seeing a flock of sheep.
Wool from these sheep is also the livelihood for Vitale Barberis Canonico as
fabric manufacturer for high quality
menswear. The name stands simply
and undisputedly for an elegance underlined by the materials chosen. The
highest quality wool up to yarn count

160s as well as mohair, cashmere and
silk are used. 360 employees in two
factories produce 6 million meters of
fabric per year. The main customers
are the most eminent Italian fashion
designers who tailor 30 percent of the
production. The company exports to
more than 70 countries with Europe
and the USA being the main customers. The unusual and enduring success
at the highest level is not by chance:
Vitale Barberis Canonico maintains, in
these modern times, a rare idea of quality that covers all aspects of production
and, above all, the human aspects.
The company attaches great importance to social responsibility, works just
as concentrated as enthusiastic and sets
itself the highest demands.
Textile tradition since 1663
The Barberis Canonico family roots in
Biella textile production can be traced
back as far as 1663. The family has
been involved in textile production
for more than 300 years, has continuously brought forward innovative entrepreneurs and has developed through
awareness of traditions, hard work,
creativity and foresight to be a distinctive premium manufacturer of finest
wool fabrics. The textile industry had
to change its direction at the start of
the 20th century. This was the hour of
Giuseppe Barberis Canonico who was

responsible for the company fortunes
at that time. He used the increasing
demand for favorably priced textiles as
foundation for his expansion strategy
and built today‘s factory in Pratrivero.
The new factory started production in
1909/10 and already had 400 employees by 1915. The company exported
to America, India and as far as China.
Military orders were good business for
Barberis during the First World War
and he invested in expanding the factory in 1918. After he was pensioned in
1921, Giuseppe‘s youngest son Vitale
took over the business and gave his
name to the company.
In his imaginative, open manner, Vitale
utilized the foundations wisely laid by
his father, implemented new technologies and decentralized the management.
The company attained international
prestige in a very short time and was
present in the most important world
markets. His sons Alberto and Luciano
took over the management when Vitale
died in 1970.
Sense of responsibility and
entrepreneurial spirit
The company became a public company in 1971 and, during the past 30
years, has become an address visited
by the best suit tailors in the world.
The older Barberis brother, Alberto,
led the management, coordinating the


interaction of people and machines in
both factories. Luciano was responsible for cloths, designs and marketing.
Both have strong roots – not just in the
family tradition but also in the tradition of the local textile industry. „We
all belong to the same breed of men”
as Alberto says. This says a lot about
the Barberis way of viewing, considering and understanding things – very
human and fundamental.
The primary interest of both brothers
was the continuous improvement in
the wool yarn produced since 1956.
They invested all their creative power
in this task and passed this enthusiasm
onto the next generation, integrated today in the management. Vitale Barberis
Canonico relies on qualified employees,
an agreeable working environment, the
best and most ecological production
systems, efficient work methods and
modern salesmanship.
Everybody working for Barberis knows
that quality must exist within the complete production process and this serves
as motivation not just as result – and
that quality also has to do with zest for
life. “Because”, according to the guiding principles, “work is only enjoyable
when one does things well”. And: “If it
is worth doing something, it is worth
doing well”.

Classic, understatement whilst
keeping up with the times
Quality credo and work ethic also
characterize the creation of new fabrics and designs. “Inspiration derives
from hard work close to the essentials.” Around 2,000 designs are newly
developed and produced every year as
the result of a drastic selection process.
The company style is characterized as
“English style - classic but evergreen”.
Classic fabrics and patterns that however always respond to the subtle shifts
in spirit of the age and fashion. A concept that guarantees long-term performance but can only be implemented
in a highly sensitive environment.
Lowest thread break level at the
highest performance
Vitale Barberis Canonico started a largescale test in 2004 with ten DORNIER
air-jet weaving machines. They were
so convincing in performance and
quality that 40 machines followed,
20 of them with the PneumaTucker®
selvedge device and name selvedge
Jacquard machines. The plant runs in
a new performance level for worsted
cloth production. The very gentle filling insertion on the DORNIER air-jet
weaving machines even at high speeds
supports an extremely low thread break
level for the wool yarns used. Together
with reliable start-mark prevention,

these are decisive factors in meeting
the high quality demands.
It is well worth mentioning that this investment served to switch the complete
annual filling output of the weaving
mill in Pratrivero from negative rapier
to air-jet weaving machines.
DORNIER air-jet weaving machines
completely cased against noise
But that is not all: The company took
a worldwide unique step in perfection
and in the interest of the employees:
The DORNIER weaving machines in
the Barberis factories are fitted with industrial noise insulation. An efficient
machine casing reduces the noise level
by 7 dBA. An astounding reduction
when considering that the decibel unit
of measure used to measure sound
energy is logarithmic. This means:
Every 3 dBA change halves or doubles
the noise emission. Powerful suction
devices under the machines keep the
cased area clean at the same time. The
sliding doors open automatically when
a thread break occurs and are designed
large enough so that style changes are
possible when the doors are open just
as in the standard version. Optimizing
quality products such as DORNIER
weaving machines in extraordinary
individual work, Vitale Barberis
Canonico again emphasizes that the
company‘s primary interest is not just
faster and higher profits. More importantly its systematic improvement of
working environment and work habits
helps to minimise error rates therefore
laying a further mosaic stone on the
way towards a higher quality level.
Still a pleasure in the future
Together with their DORNIER weaving machines, Vitale Barberis Canonico
will continue to enjoy helping the “lords
of creation” to acquire a taste for the finest flannel, cashmere, mohair and wool
yarns. And you certainly need to be a
man of taste when ordering these noble
cloths.

Woolen fabric collection from Vitale Barberis Canonico


New flexible production technology with rapier and air-jet weaving machines

DORNIER EasyLeno® and
EasyLeno® 2T
Using leno weaves brings a further increase in binding density per unit of
surface.
EasyLeno ® designates a leno weave
system where one warp end system
and one warp let-off motion serve for
uniform control of the thread tensions
for ground and leno warp ends.
For EasyLeno® 2T weaves, the warp tensions for ground and leno warp threads
are controlled independently of each
other via at least two warp end systems
and warp let-off motions.

360 bindings/cm2

Warp density
48 threads/cm
Fig. 1: Interlacing the Chenille filling thread when weaving with a filling-satin weave

Filling density
13 threads/cm

Crossing and interactive wrapping
of fibers and yarns gives textile
fabrics their consistency relating to
slip and seam resistance.
Warp ends and filling threads are
crossed when weaving plain, twill
and satin weaves. The maximum
binding density per unit of surface
is achieved when weaving with
plain weave.
The settings for warp end and
filling thread densities influence
both the binding density per unit of
surface as well as the size of inter
active thread wrapping.
The surface structure and properties of fibers and yarns are also
important factors influencing the
consistency and therefore the slip
and seam resistance of textile
fabrics.

Filling density
36 threads/cm

dornier DREBTECHNIK® (DREB TECHNOLOGY)
FOR INNOVATIVE TEXTILE FABRICS

Warp density
20 threads/cm

390 bindings/cm2

Fig. 2: Transforming a fabric into a drebfabric

plain, twill and satin weaves from fabrics
with leno weaves. “Leno weave fabrics”
thus become “drebfabrics”.

The innovative development of the
EasyLeno® and EasyLeno® 2T systems by
Lindauer DORNIER brings a completely
new importance to leno weaving. Experts
regard this new leno weaving techno
logy as the possibility to produce dense
and grid-type textiles efficiently and, at
the same time, significantly extend the
application spectrum.

From fabric to drebfabric
The main demands on a fabric with
chenille yarn as filling for use as an
upholstery fabric are that the chenille
yarn shows the fabric surface as covered, the fabric has sufficiently high
slip and seam resistance and the fabric
surface ensures high friction resistance.

In the same way that “mechatronics”
derives from merging “mechanics” and
“electronics”, “drebbing” (German:
Dreben) derives from the German terms
“Dreher” (leno) and “weben” (weaving).
This also serves to distinguish fabrics in

To realize the above demands, the
c henille filling thread is interlaced
(Figure 1) during conventional shaft
weaving with a filling-satin weave
which attains a good filling coverage.
A second layer on the rear side of the

fabric using a plain weave L 1/1 achieves
the slip and seam resistance. Both layers
with satin and plain weaves are interlaced with additional bindings. The
complete pattern draft is complicated,
requires 16 weaving shafts, a high warp
density of 48 threads/cm and a high
filling density of 36 threads/cm. The
binding density for this fabric is 360
bindings/cm².
For the conversion of a fabric to a
drebfabric (Figure 2), the complete
harness is replaced with DORNIER‘s
EasyLeno® 2T device, the warp density
set to 20 threads/cm and filling density
to 13 threads/cm. Despite the reduced
number of threads in the warp and filling, 390 bindings/cm² are attained for
this drebfabric.


®

DORNIER rapier weaving machine in EasyLeno 2T design to manufacture upholstery fabrics

This increases weaving machine productivity per running meter by 125%
and reduces material usage by 28%.
Using a transparent monofil yarn (PA
66 dtex) achieves a textile surface with
even better coverage. The demanded
slip and seam resistance values of the
classical woven fabric are easily achieved
by the drebfabric, its friction resistance
is even outmatched.
More flexible production
technology
Apart from the advantages mentioned
above, patterns for fabrics woven using the EasyLeno® 2T are not created
by using a warp and filling as before
but can be created just from the filling.
This means advantages in flexibility.
These days, fashion weavers who need
to react quickly and flexibly have to remain competitive in spite of short order
lengths demanding time-consuming
warp preparation and long setup times
which reduce plant efficiency.
Drebfabrics only need a uniform warp
where a wide variety of designs can then


be woven using the filling whereby
filling density and yarn types can be
varied as required. This makes weavers
independent of order lengths because
only the filling must be switched to
weave the new design.
To ensure fast and flexible work here
as well, DORNIER uniquely offers a
color feed for 16 filling colors for its
rapier weaving machines. DORNIER
air-jet weaving machines have up to 8
filling colors.
Drebfabrics for technical textiles
DORNIER rapier weaving machines
support reliable processing, for example, of ballistic fabrics using filament
yarns made of aramid. In order to be
able to fully utilize the high tensile
strength and low elasticity of aramid
filament yarns, the molecular chain
must be oriented in tension direction
when possible. In the DORNIER
r apier weaving machine with leno
weave DORNIER EasyLeno® 2T combination, filling straightness keeps the
aramid thread oriented 100% in load
direction and therefore retains the demanded characteristics.

Selecting the yarn count and setting
the filling thread density allow fine
variation of the thickness, coverage
and surface weight parameters of the
a ramid textile fabric as drebfabric
within a wide range.
Material, yarn count, density and tension serve to design the ground and
binder warp system as a framework.
The textile matrix can also be extended
with a stuffer filling.

®

An EasyLeno leno weave manufactured using aramid yarn

Slip resistance comparison
Using a fabric with plain weave L 1/1
(Figure 3) as an example, it can be seen
that four frictional forces in the binding
unit are decisive for slip resistance.

Warp

Ground warp

Filling

Binding warp

Plain weave L1/1

EasyLeno®

slip resistance upon the filling density
for an EasyLeno® drebfabric:

5

Apart from that, slip resistance in textile fabrics is a function of the thread
tractive force, the friction coefficient
(yarn-yarn) and the angle of wrap.

The following equation for the angle of
wrap α serves to describe the dependency of slip resistance upon the filling
density:

Examining the slip resistance and angle
of wrap for an EasyLeno® drebfabric,
it can be seen that six frictional forces
arise from the six bindings per binding
unit.

The following equation for the angle
of wrap α describes the dependency of

®

-

[π]

EasyLeno

Slip resistance and the angle of wrap are
even more complex for EasyLeno® 2T
drebfabrics.
Wrapping the ground warp end and
the filling thread with the binding
thread creates four frictional forces in
the binding unit. Additional frictional
forces arise when crossing the ground
warp ends with the filling threads. The
thread tension of the binding thread
has a strong influence on the normal
frictional forces created.

The angle of wrap α is interrelated
with the filling density.

EasyLeno® 2T

Fig. 3	SD: Filling thread density [cm-1]
d1,d2: Yarn diameter [mm]
µ: Friction coefficient (yarn-yarn)
	FG: Thread tractive force

6

In an attempt to represent the function
of the overall angle of wrap in a binding unit from the filling density level in
a graph (Figure 4), a maximum overall
angle of wrap of 4 p can be attained
with a fabric with plain weave L 1/1
with a maximum filling density level
of 66%. A filling density level in the
range 20% to 50% is mainly used in
practical work.
Examining the EasyLeno® drebfabric, it
can be clearly seen that the overall angle
of wrap in the density level range from
20% to 50% is factor two higher than
for classical fabrics with plain weave.
This means that DrebTechnik® (dreb
technology) allows weaving textile
fabrics with higher slip resistance and
lower surface weight.

∑ Angle of wrap

Theoretical observation
The following theoretical explanation
shows the relation between:
- Slip resistance in textile fabrics
-	Size of the angle of wrap for yarns in
the binding unit
- Binding density per unit of surface
and
- Type of weave.

®

EasyLeno 2T
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Fig 4: Comparison of L1/1, EasyLeno® and EasyLeno® 2T
fabrics using warp yarns with differing elasticity

with EasyLeno® weave. The relevant
normal friction forces for additional
slip resistance are not considered in
this explanation.
Wide application spectrum
Even though the new EasyLeno® 2T
system was only presented to the public
in 2005, numerous weaving machines
with EasyLeno® 2T are already in use to
produce and develop innovative textiles
in the following areas:
- Technical textiles
- Upholstery fabrics
- Car seat covers
- Shirt fabrics and women‘s outer
clothing
- Flooring as DrebCarpet®
DORNIER‘s DrebTechnik ® (dreb
technology) can play an important
role in textile fabric production in
the future. Thus the leno weave will
establish itself again as main type of
interlacing alongside plain, twill and
satin weaves after being “forgotten” for
almost 50 years.

It is characteristic of EasyLeno ® 2T
drebfabrics that the filling density
level can be in the range from 20% to
100%. Wrapping as measure for slip
resistance is relatively high but, however, not at the level for drebfabrics


Orta Anadolu Tic. ve San., Kayseri, Turkey

Trendsetter in denim

Denim collection from Orta Anadolu

So self-confident the name, so
successful the story:
“Orta Anadolu” means “Central
Anatolia” in Turkish and the company with the same name is a credit
to the region. Founded in 1953, Orta
Anadolu is today one of the most
innovative global players in denim
fabrication. Over 40 million meters
of denim leave the company‘s production locations every year and
the quality and creativity secure
a box seat in the international
market.
Imperial roots -Kayseri was Caesarea
Central Anatolia is today the bustling
showplace of an actually Turkish economic miracle. An industrial revolution
transformed the trading centers along
the old Silk Route into important production locations within the globalized
economy. The Kayseri province and the
capital of the same name, originally the
Roman town Caesarea, are situated in
the very center of the country. Around
one million people live here.
Orta Anadolu –
the industrial start in 1953
The history of the company began in
the 1950s as Turkey went through a


turbulent development phase. Anatolia
then became the center for industrial
investments. Since 1935 Kayseri has
already been the location of the largest
cotton spinning works in Turkey, the
state-owned Sümerbank. A team of
16 persons founded the Orta Anadolu
Mensucat Fabrikasi (Central Anatolia
Textile Factory) in 1953. Orta Anadolu
competed against the dominant Sümerbank with higher wages and technology
from East Germany. The factory started out by producing yarns and cotton
fabrics. Finishing was added later. At
that time the pressure of high custom
duties forced almost one third of the
Turkish companies to produce textiles
for the domestic market. The number of
Orta Anadolu shareholders rose to 100
and the company flourished despite an
oversized labor force -1,400 workers produced 5 to 6 million meters of fabric.
Focus on denim - and proven right
The transition of cotton fabrics from
being consumer goods in private
households to a raw material for the
emerging clothing industry brought
hard times for Orta Anadolu. This
was worsened by the economic crisis
in Turkey caused in the late 1970s by
payment crises and hyperinflation. In

the shadow of this crisis Karamanci
Group bought the company in 1981
and appointed a new management.
This stands as the second foundation
date for Orta Anadolu. The new proprietors restructured the production
and shifted to manufacturing high
quality jeans fabrics.
Outstanding marketing
Marketing was the last and decisive
step to success: A textile marketing
company named Orkar was created by
the top management. Orkar released a
creative denim catalog, a premiere in
Turkey. Orta Anadolu also organized
the first fashion show for fabrics in
1988. Orkar was based on a catechism
of clear principles that have become the
benchmark for the industry. These are
the cornerstones for vision, responsibilities and sales principles. Adherence
to such guidelines was something new
on the Turkish textile market. Orkar‘s
excellent reputation for quality and
service made Orta Anadolu becoming
the preferential denim producer in the
domestic market. A later reorganization
in sales and marketing lead to the integration of Orkar in the Orta Anadolu
company.

Breakthrough at international level
in the 1990s
The entry of denim coming from Japan
in the international market had a fundamental effect on the situation. Japanese
Denim became the market leader in
a very short time. Orta Anadolu was
however able to produce a very similar
denim and drew the attention of famous brands to improve its reputation
on the international market even more.
Jeans brands known all around the
world such as Diesel, Lee, Levi`s, Mavi,
Replay, Rifle and Wrangler were already
Orta Anadolu‘s customers in the middle of the 1990s. Even stronger competitive pressure from China could not
hinder the growth of Turkish exports
into the EC in 2005.
World player with high ambitions
Worldwide renowned “fashion gurus”
assist Orta Anadolu‘s design, marketing
and sales team in the ambitious goal
to become the top denim producer
and problem solver for customers all
around the world. The main company
location is Istanbul with international
marketing offices in Japan, USA, Italy,
Germany and Belgium.
The primary guidelines of the company are quality, creativity and profitability. Apart from that, Orta Anadolu
has formulated aims, visions and their
achievement in Customer Relations
Policies, Quality Policies as well as
Environmental and Social Policies.
The aim of an internationally operat

Orta Anadolu Product Development Team at a collection conference

ing company to assume additional
ecological responsibility was confirmed
by the decision to use organic cotton for
at least 3% of the total production.
Technical leadership
The machinery used for yarn spinning,
indigo dyeing, weaving and finishing is
regularly replaced with state-of-the-art
machines. Main demand here: Quality
is not only the result of visual, color
and physical checks but has to be produced from the outset.
New investments in the
weaving mill
At the start of 2005, Orta Anadolu
decided to invest in a test group of 4

double-width DORNIER air-jet
weaving machines. According to Orta
Anadolu technicians, these set new
standards thanks to the highest production output as well as quality-wise
with the elimination of start marks and
excellent fabric appearance. This meets
the company‘s aim for high value,
high quality products. The number
of installed DORNIER weaving machines has risen to 40 in the meantime.
O perating the PWC Positive Weft
Clamp (patent pending - see article
on Page 13) also ensures flexibility in
denim production when using elastane
and fancy yarns in the filling. Furthermore, the company regards DORNIER
as a partner capable of satisfying future customer demands with new and
innovative developments.
Denim – still hip
An end to the denim hype is not in
sight. Keeping ahead means satisfying or even setting new trends. Orta
Anadolu is creative here. The company
management keep their ears to the
ground, test new working methods
and use their know-how, high-tech and
intuition to keep creating new fabrics
for all the new dreams.

DORNIER air-jet weaving machine plant at Orta Anadolu


Double pick insertion for the highest production performance in screen fabrics

CREATING TRANSPARENCY
colors should satisfy all design wishes
to emphasize the architectural concept
through color harmony.

on the weaving machine that ensure
exact compliance of the translucent
loop width in the fabric.

However, screen fabrics also have decisive functional characteristics. They
filter up to 88% of incident sun energy
but allow the sun‘s warmth to penetrate
during the winter. They meter the incidence of light without any dazzling
effect and still allow looking out of the
windows through even transparency of
the fabric, and therefore create a pleasant and ergonomic working and living
climate.
Such a sun protection system has therefore remarkable efficiency: It reduces
costs for air conditioning, heating
and lighting, improves comfort and
increases the productivity of persons
working in such rooms.

Absolute sensors on the DORNIER
rapier weaving machine measure the
warp tension, independent of backrest roll position and the movement
of mechanical elements, and keep
the tension constant so that crimping, and therefore shrinkage, are controllable. Tension precision can be
set in a tolerance range of ± 1 gram
per thread. The same applies for the
filling density. Precise control in the
range of 0.01 fillings per centimeter
creates a loop width that can be set
exactly and therefore a transparency
effect that can be reproduced.

Screen fabrics must meet the most
stringent demands on fire behavior.
They are resistant against aging and
weathering, the fibers used and their
PVC coating are UV resistant, do not
rot and are easy to clean. The colors
are sunfast.

The highest building in the world, the Taipeh 101 Tower,
with sun protection system from the Helioscreen company

Manufacturing screen fabrics
Sun protection demands an absolutely
even fabric appearance with extremely
high resistance values for tearing and
tensile strength. This demands devices

Twist-free double pick insertion for
highest performance
The standard constructions for screen
fabrics are plain or twill weaves. However, in order to keep translucent surfaces smaller, i.e. to allow better heat
insulation, basket weaves are used for
approximately 20% - 30% of the fabric
production. The filling threads must be
inserted singly in this case to prevent
filling threads twisting in the weaving
shed.
DORNIER with their rapier weaving
machines is the only manufacturer

Large glass surfaces are being used
more and more as design elements
in the architecture of modern buildings such as the highest building
in the world, the Taipeh 101 Tower.
This means that an effective sun
protection system must already be
included in the planning phase for
the object because this is the only
way to integrate it in the overall
concept as a decorative element.
Screen fabrics as sun protection
Screen fabrics are usually made of
coated glass or polyester yarns in
widths up to 3 meters so that seams do
not disturb the optical effect even for
larger glass surfaces. A wide selection of
10

Screen fabric from the Helioscreen company (Member of Hunter Douglas Group)

mills thanks to a very wide spectrum
of filling yarns and yarn counts that
can be inserted, starting from the
finest silk yarns on through monofil,
filament yarns on up to coarse spun
yarns. Examples here are secondary
layers for filtration, fabrics for hard
ballistics, conveyor belts and coating
fabrics. special characteristics can be
attained with ripstop constructions
to minimize tear propagation due to
vandalism.
The double pick also opens up new
design options in clothing and home
textiles.
Multiple filling insertion is used in
silk processing to manufacture printed
goods for silk cloths. simultaneous insertion of up to 7 silk threads increases
productivity decisively and also eliminates the necessity of yarn doubling.
Office area with air-conditioning ceiling panels and screen curtains (Hunter Douglas N.V. product)

offering the option of twist-free double
pick insertion. The special geometry of
the rapier head used and the positively
controlled thread transfer ensure that
both filling threads, inserted simultaneously, are inserted parallel in the
fabric. Apart from quality advantages,
this process also means a considerable increase in production. The yarns
used normally allow a maximum insertion performance of 40 picks per

minute without losses in fabric quality. DORNIER‘s double pick insertion
can now realize 560 picks per minute
which corresponds to a 65% increase
in production.
Further application areas for double
pick insertion
The DORNIER rapier filling insertion with double pick can also improve
efficiency in other areas in weaving

Today, double pick insertion is possible
on both DORNIER rapier and air-jet
weaving machines (see Page 4). This
gives weavers the option to partially
compensate higher yarn costs due to
energy price hikes through decisive
production increases without higher
energy consumption.

Standort 1
Standort 2
Standort 3
Standort 4

DORNIER rapier heads for twist-free double pick insertion


Shorter setup times on DORNIER air-jet weaving machines, type AS

FLEXIBILITY AND PRODUCTIVE EFFICIENCY
TO SECURE FUTURE OPTIONS - PART 2
mentioned filling insertion elements
work and shows unallowable deviations immediately on the display. PIC®
therefore sets the standard for process
reliability and quality consistency on
air-jet weaving machines. It supports
reproducible machine settings as important criterion for fast style changes.
Apart from that, machine standstills
are avoided.
Gentle filling insertion thanks to
ServoControl®
The air flow in the main nozzle (single
or tandem nozzle) accelerates the filling threads and therefore also sets the
filling insertion speed.

®

DORNIER ServoControl with integrated, semi-automatic filling threading

Modern textile companies continuously strive to remain competitive
in order to secure their location.
With style diversity increasing at
the same time, flexibility and fast
reaction capability have become
important production parameters
which affect the personnel area as
well as the production machines.
The DORNIER air-jet weaving machine offers these advantages as a
production means combined with
the highest filling insertion performance. The fact that DORNIER
offers a weaving machine system
family means that many devices
to reduce maintenance and setup
times are identical on rapier and
air-jet machines.
The DORNIER air-jet weaving
machine
The previous Edition listed the arguments for the DORNIER rapier weaving machine renowned for the highest
adaptability combined with the lowest
time effort. It is known that weaving machines with pneumatic filling insertion
are somewhat restricted with regard to
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flexibility. However, through patents and
innovations, DORNIER has been able
to extend the practical application of
their air-jet weaving machine decisively
in order to be able to react quickly to
style changes and therefore shorten setup
and standby times decisively. This is why
former negative rapier and projectile
weavers are relying more and more on
these powerful machines.
Basis and technical prerequisite is an
intelligent electronic system that raises
the flexibility level in machine handling,
monitoring, material adaptation and
control to match that of mechanical
filling insertion.
Patented process reliability
with PIC®
Pneumatic filling insertion is only
reliable as a process when electronically controlled functions such as the
stoppers for starting pick insertion and
the valves for compressed air supply to
main, relay and stretching nozzles interact free of failures.
The PIC® system (Permanent Insertion Control) patented by DORNIER
permanently monitors how the above

DORNIER‘s ServoControl® offers a
patented system that works with just
one extremely fast servo valve.
Hereby, the compressed air supply to
all main nozzles is ensured in a closed
control cycle dependent on the thread
arrival measured on the catch side. The
compact design and fast reaction capa
bility of this valve allow controlling
the air pressure pic-à-pic so that filling
threads are accelerated with minimum
pressure values. ServoControl® is completely responsible for air supply and
pressure control for all main nozzles,
whether single or tandem nozzles for

Reliable filling monitoring through DORNIER Triple Weft
Sensor and integrated deflection nozzle

DORNIER Positive Weft Clamp
(PWC), positioned at the tip of the
main nozzle

Main nozzle with filling thread clamp, type DORNIER PWC (Positive Weft Clamp)

2 to 8 colors. The filling side can still
be shifted here which minimizes setup
times for style changes with width
changes. The system works with absolute, digitalized air pressure values so
that the values can be entered automati
cally in a style master file, stored and
retrieved as required. This increases the
automation level of the machine and
supports quick reproduction of machine settings when processing new,
unknown yarns.
The complete pressure setting with
ServoControl ® therefore supports
pressure reductions or speed increases.
This can lead to speed increases for, in
particular, yarns with poor tear resistance, generally by around 15% with
the same or even lower thread break
values. Pressure reductions mean less
damage on fiber surfaces and as a consequence less roughening and better
final cloth quality. At the same time
energy and therefore power costs are
cut at the compressor.
Further significant handling improvements result from the semi-automatic
threading of up to 8 filling threads in

the tandem and main nozzles using a
color-coded keyboard on the front side
of the ServoControl® as well as from
the optional electronic pressure settings
of relay and stretching nozzles.
Patented filling stop motion
The patented DORNIER Triple Weft
Sensor - combined in modular design
from the 1st and 2nd filling stop motions - guarantees universal and reliable filling monitoring for any filling
yarn color and a yarn range from 22
dtex up to Ne 5. The first filling stop
motion checks thread arrival and the
second one controls thread breaks. The
distance between the filling stop motions can be set depending on filling
yarn elasticity and weaving without an
auxiliary selvedge is also possible. The
deflection nozzle takes over the thread
after reed beat-up so that the stretching
nozzle remains free for the following
filling insertion. Additional suction devices are therefore no longer necessary.
Unique application spectrum
through DORNIER PWC
Up until now, reliable processing of
flammé and core yarns with Lycra

core, to produce for example “fashiond enim”, was not possible on air-jet
weaving machines. The holding function of the filling thread using compressed air in the main nozzle damaged
the yarn surface and caused twist losses
or threads blown out of position. This
led to color differences from left to
right, rippled selvedges and cloth faults
some of which could only be detected
after finishing.
DORNIER now offers a new mecha
tronic clamp (patent pending) type
PWC (Positive Weft Clamp), located
for the first time at the tip of the main
nozzle. It eliminates the compressed air
for the holding function and clamps
the filling thread until released for filling insertion. The operational reliability won here extends the application
spectrum of DORNIER air-jet weaving machines to process weakly twisted
yarns, slub yarns as well as Lycra core
and flammé yarns. PWC is therefore
the basic principle for cost-effective
“fashion-denim” production on air-jet
weaving machines. PWC also offers decisive advantages in processing fabric
patterns with large repeats common
in the clothing and home textile area.
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4700

Digital print
2 x 167 dtex

3000

Coating fabrics
2 x 1100 dtex

Filling meters/min

2500

Digital print

Abrasive materials
Working clothes

Fashion-denim

Carpet backing

Carpet backing
Coating fabrics
550 - 1100 dtex

Terry

Shirts
1500

Wool
(single yarn)

Coating fabrics
550 - 1100 dtex

Damask

Mattress ticking

2000

Airbag

Leno curtains

1000
1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

5.50 m

Fabric reeded width

Double pick insertion
Top performance of DORNIER air-jet weaving machines for various application areas

Filling threads can now be clamped
independently of repeat length until
inserted without being damaged due
to the long holding time or by being
pulled out of the nozzle.
Apart from the high functional reliability and extension of the application area, the elimination of holding
air reduces air consumption by up to
20%.
Highest insertion performance
The innovations in filling insertion
already mentioned, combined with
extremely effective start-mark prevention, support the highest insertion
performance on DORNIER air-jet
weaving machines in the single and
double-width areas whilst retaining
first-class fabric quality.
Basket weaves can also be used when
manufacturing digital printed fabrics
and coating fabrics. These can be woven using the double pick technology
on DORNIER air-jet weaving machines which can double the insertion
performance. This is in the magnitude
of 3,000 to 4,700 filling meters/min for
fabric widths from 350 to 540 cm.
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Fast style changes
As already mentioned for rapier weaving machines, the air-jet weaving machines are also fitted with DORNIERspecific devices that shorten setup
times. These are among others:
Electronic-controlled filling thread
scissors where the cutting timepoint
can be set on the display when the
machine is running.
The patented selvedge devices DORNIER
MotoLeno® and MotoEco® eliminate
the time consuming selvedge spool
changes on satellite lenos otherwise
necessary on air-jet weaving machines. Getting rid of the catch selvedge packages and their aggregates
as well as two selvedge shafts on the
MotoEco® selvedge leno has also obviated time-consuming work during
style changes. The various close of
shed and weave settings for selvedges
and ground fabric so important for
good running behavior can be set
quickly on the machine display and
are reproducible. A similar device is
also available for the center selvedge
to facilitate double-width weaving.

Rapid shaft coupling through patented
DORNIER PSL system.
Quick change between tucked and leno
selvedge in just under 30 minutes.
The two-sided uniform support
plates facilitate handling by simply
moving them on the profile traverse
during width changes.
The patented DORNIER Fast Dobby
Change System, type FDC ® and
quick warp change system QSC
complete the choice.
DORNIER thus offers its customers
the option to switch, in many more
application areas, from mechanical
insertion systems to modern and digi
tal pneumatic insertion technology.
This makes machine prices affordable
through excellent quality and productivity with higher flexibility.

The textile company Meyer-Mayor AG represents Swiss quality products and high-tech textiles

WITH FILLING AND WARP FOR PLEASURE
AND SPORT
The Meyer-Mayor weaving mill in
Obertoggenburg in Switzerland has
made a name for itself in classic
and modern kitchen linen for many
generations across the whole of
Europe. The company is now also
the world market leader for light
spinnaker fabrics. DORNIER air-jet
weaving machines have been in use
for production for some time now.
The company history began as Eduard
Meyer-Mayor took over a yarn dyeing
works founded in 1857 and later used
as weaving mill. The factory was located
in 1916 within a stone‘s throw of the
Churfirsten mountains in Neu St. Johann.
His grandson André Meyer took over the
company as sole owner in 1988.
Kitchen textiles as foundation
Since then, kitchen textiles have been,
and still are, the traditional company
business. Even though the flourishing
Swiss textile business has almost died
out in the St. Gallen canton, MeyerMayor styles woven from linen and
cotton, embroidered and printed are
still in high demand. This is primarily
due to the first-class quality, sophisticated design as well as prompt delivery
service from the warehouse for which
the company is renowned. M+M
distinguishes itself through excellent
d esign quality developed together
with designers of international repute.
The own collection always impresses
with new, up to the minute designs.
Around 50% of the production is exported, mainly to Germany and the rest
of Europe with smaller quantities also
going to the USA and Japan.
“Profiline” and “Presenta” are available as
options for the professional catering and
hotel sector where only the best is good
enough. This is also confirmed by Johann
Lafer, one of the best known gourmet
and TV chefs in the German speaking
area, who designed his own exclusive
edition together with Meyer-Mayor.
Even though competitive products
from the Far East are up to 6 times
cheaper than the Swiss quality, André
Meyer remains loyal to the location

André Meyer next to one of the new DORNIER air-jet weaving machines

in the region. Part of the production
which, alongside the classic kitchen
and table linen, had been extended to
clothing, textiles and accessories for the
professional catering sector, has been
moved to Eastern Europe due to the
pressure on prices.
From ink ribbon to spinnaker cloth
André Meyer did however establish a
further local business keystone in 1993
by buying a company specialized in
manufacturing ink ribbons for matrix
printers. Even though matrix printers
were soon outdated by inkjets and laser
printers, in hindsight this investment
turned out to be a fortunate choice.
The know-how in manufacturing ink
ribbons was developed further and then
implemented in the production of synthetic high-tech textiles. A first ultralight fabric was produced together with
the Netherland‘s sail maker Contender
Sailcloth N.V. that was characterized
by very good breaking strength and
long service life. The breakthrough
came when the New Zealand yacht
“Black Magic” won the America‘s
Cup in 1995 with this featherweight
spinnaker cloth. Sir Peter Blake, team
leader of the New Zealand crew, said

at that time, the spinnaker made of
the new fabric was the main reason his
yacht won the race. The “winning fabric from the mountains” immediately
became known worldwide.

The well-known gourmet and TV chef, Johann Lafer, relies
on M+M products
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Apart from the fact that these balloons
have the same characteristics as spinnaker sails, namely lightness, extreme
breaking strength (1,400 kg on 1 m fabric)
and air impermeability, a special finish
also makes them flame retardant and
heat resistant.
Innovation instead of mass prodution
The company with 25 employees and
around 8 million Swiss Francs annual
turnover proves that traditional weaving and high-tech fabrics can be united
under one roof. And that André Meyer
is a passionate weaver not afraid of
challenges is soon clear to anyone getting to know him personally.
He showed this again as, after extensive tests with various negative rapier
weaving machine types, he finally
chose air-jet weaving machines from
DORNIER. Their superior production
performance - 900 rpm with 190 cm
width - and quality reliability - no fibril
breaks, no start marks - allowed MeyerMayor to optimize polyamide and polyester fabric production and therefore
be even closer to the new market requirements and demands. Additionally,
DORNIER air-jet weaving machines
satisfy the highest demands on filling
insertion reliability, cloth appearance
and filling density.

André Meyer an einer der neuen DORNIER Luftwebmaschinen

Balloonist meeting in Toggenburg, Switzerland

Strategic orientation to
technical textiles
Representing over 25% of the company‘s
annual turnover, the course is set to
growth, as André Meyer says, “hightech textiles are the future”. Just as the
light wind spinnakers meet yachtsmen‘s
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demands, M+M fabrics can now also
be found in the air.
Apart from products for parachutes, stunt
kites, hang-gliders and paragliders, the
passionate hot-air balloonist André Meyer
developed a special material two years ago
suitable as balloon for the floating giants.
In the beginning, he had to “smuggle”
this material to balloonist meetings. It
was very soon obvious that despite the
market already being saturated and despite difficulties in obtaining certification,
success is possible through highest quality
and innovation. Leading balloon cover
manufacturers were soon convinced of the
advantages of this new product. A service
life of 300 hours must be guaranteed for
this high-tech material.

This opens up the way to further profi
table growth for Meyer-Mayor in the
technical textile sector. So our wish for
the company be “forever good luck and
fair winds”.

This Insider as well as a range of
further information are available
under:
http://www.lindauerdornier.com
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Three times lighter than a sheet of
letter paper, a 600 square meters sail
weighing less than 20 kilos became
the epitome of the dream of all yachtsmen. The fast cloth also helped the
crew of the Swiss “Alinghi” to win the
America‘s Cup in 2003. Today, most
racing yachts taking part in regattas
around the world rely on the high-tech
material from Toggenburg.

